
Partnering in the Future
This semester PIAL has had the opportunity to form a partnership with the Family and Consumer Sciences Edu-
cation class that focuses on instructional strategies and educational principles in FCS. Jo Ann has been invited to 
co-teach alongside Iowa State’s FCS teaching professional, Laura VanWaardhuizen. Students in this class get the 
opportunity to observe PIAL modules and teaching methods, present the modules themselves and receive feed-
back from the PIAL team, and finally create their own “11th module” for the PIAL curriculum. As a part of their 
practicum experience PIAL has invited some FCS students to help present modules in the classroom. The students 
in FCEDS 306 have loved the experience of teaching the PIAL modules as well as the expertise Jo Ann provides as 
they prepare for their future teaching careers.

I am currently taking this class and one of my favorite things about learning from Jo Ann and Laura is how they 
constantly challenge us to think of outside the box ways of teaching that go beyond the average powerpoint 
presentation. One day in class we went on a surprise field trip to Dollar Tree where we had 15 minutes to find five 
items we could use to make a lesson plan activity. I had such a fun time running around the store with my class-
mates working together to find items for our lesson plans. It was amazing to see what everyone came up with 
in their lesson plans and how this level of creativity was achieved. Here is what a few other students had to say 
about the class:

“The combination of FCS and PIAL is a brilliant match, because of not only the content being presented and the 
teaching standards being met but also because of the passion behind the minds of the presenters. Having JoAnn 
in the classroom opens such a strong space for exploration of self and broadening horizons of teaching methods.”

“The PIAL curriculum is something that will certainly be useful to have as a teacher, and the experience teaching 
them has made me feel much more comfortable teaching a lesson. I do not view JoAnn simply as a PIAL coordina-
tor but as an instructor to help me grow both in and out of the classroom.” 

“PIAL and FCS are very similar in their content area and being able to see the different way PIAL teaches certain 
topics provides more opportunities for me to grow my teaching strategies and tools.”

“Having JoAnn in the classroom has helped me become a better teacher in many ways. I think her viewpoint from 
facilitation rather than teaching is interesting and applicable to teachers. She has shown/taught us many ways to 
keep lessons engaging to keep the audience on their toes.”

The PIAL team is excited to see these FCS students’ creativity and learning in action as they create their own PIAL 
module. Stay tuned to see what they come up with!


